
Vancouver Plan
Neighbourhood Meeting – Kits Point Community

May 26, 2021  

6 – 8 pm



The City of Vancouver is on the unceded traditional territory of 
the Musqueam, Squamish and Tsleil-Waututh First Nations.

These lands are the foundation of thousands of years of living 
culture of the Musqueam, Squamish and Tsleil-Waututh

peoples.

We acknowledge hən̓’qəmin̓əm ̓ and Sḵwxwú7mesh as the 
original languages.



• Overview + Welcome (10 mins.)

• Update Presentations (45 - 50 mins.)

1. Vancouver Plan 
• Vancouver Plan update

• Complete Neighbourhoods

• Clarifying Questions

2. Updates from other major projects

• Sen̓áḵw Development 

• Parks  

• Transportation Engineering 

• Broadway Plan

• Other

• Short Break (5 mins.)

• Main Group Discussion + Q&A (30 mins.)

• Next Steps + Closing Remarks (5 mins.)

SESSION OVERVIEW
6:00 – 8:00 pm



Session Goals

Share what we 
know about the 
developments 

in the area

Listen to 
feedback and 

respond to 
questions 

1. 2. 3.
Share what 

we’ve learned 
to date on the 

Vancouver 
Plan



Your Input

• We will endeavor to respond to your 
questions and feedback at this session.

• We will share the notes from this meetings 
as a follow-up



Vancouver Plan Process Update



Our Focus to 2022



General Phases of the Planning Process

Listen and 
Learn

Draft and 
Final Plan 

Exploring 
Choices and 
Trade-Offs

Towards a 
Vision and 
Directions

2020 2021 2022 2023

Implementation 
Strategies 

• Community values 

and issues 

• Engagement 

summary

• Provisional Goals 

• Big Ideas to 

Advance the 

Goals 

• Quick Start 

Actions  

• Spatial Plan and 

Policy options

• Assessing choices, 

trade-offs

• Develop directions 

• Draft and final 

Spatial Plan and 

policies

• Implementation 

framework

• Implementation plans

• Monitoring 

Engagement

* Milestone reports to Council each phase



Provisional Goals



• Current work to explore big ideas 

to achieve the goals including:

• Technical analysis

• Policy review 

• Community engagement

How do we advance the Goals?



Some Context in considering how to advance goals:

Vancouver in the Metro Region
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Purpose built rental and non-market housing is not evenly distributed:Detached houses make up:

Purpose built market rental inventory Non-market inventory

Housing Diversity Spatially 



Need for more Complete Neighbourhoods

Daily Destinations Within an Easy Walking Distance Distance to Retail



Limited Job Space 

Job Space (sq. ft.) Per Thousand People within 400 m

Source: City Design Studio and Licker Geospatial Consulting



Illustrative Map of Current Land Uses and Approved Plans
– Will this guide us to the future we need? 



Complete Neighbourhoods





We explored what kinds of neighbourhood design 
would help us solve for:
• Housing affordability crisis 
• Climate emergency 
• Improving social connections 
• Access to natural processes
… While moving beyond the limitations of our 
current way of accommodating growth.



▌Policy Review & Global Precedents

▌Complete Neighbourhoods

▌15-Minute Cities

▌Analysis of Existing Conditions

▌E.g. Big Move #1 Proximity 

Assessment

▌Exploring Neighbourhood Typologies

1 - Learning about Complete Neighbourhoods



International Precedents: 15-minute city

< Paris 15-Minute City
> Portland Complete Neighbourhoods



Local Precedents: Recent Vancouver Policy

Climate Emergency Response – Big Move #1
“By 2030, 90% of the population will live within an easy 
walk/roll of their daily needs.

VanPlay – Parks & Recreation Targets



3. A city of complete 
neighbourhoods offers safe 
connections, convenient 
walking, rolling and biking 
routes, and easy transit access 
to key destinations…

…It’s about the city as a 
network of connected, unique 
places.

1. A complete neighbourhood 
is one that has the essential 
ingredients for life in the city 
all close by…

…a mix of affordable housing 
options, shops and services, 
childcare, libraries, galleries - all 
linked by lively pathways and 
comfortable public spaces. 

2 - Defining Complete Neighbourhoods



2. A complete neighbourhood supports the 
well-being, needs and dignity of people of 
all ages, identities, backgrounds and 
abilities… 

…It is about strengthening social 
connections and networks, while also 
creating better opportunities for everyone 
to thrive.

2 - Defining Complete Neighbourhoods



3. A city of complete 
neighbourhoods offers safe 
connections, convenient 
walking, rolling and biking 
routes, and easy transit access 
to key destinations…

…It’s about the city as a 
network of connected, unique 
places.

2 - Defining Complete Neighbourhoods



Complete, Connected, and 

Culturally Vibrant Neighbourhoods

1. Daily and Weekly Needs
2. Sociability
3. Connections

Affordable ▪ Sustainable ▪ Secure 

Diverse ▪ Sociable ▪ Livable 

Inclusive ▪ Resilient ▪ Equitable 

Healthy ▪ Happy ▪ Livable ▪ Engaged ▪ Dignified 

Democratic ▪ Vibrant ▪ Innovative ▪

Connected ▪ Neighbourly ▪ Fun ▪



▌Self Guided Walking Tours – Launched February

▌My City My Neighbourhood 
(Asset) Mapping Workshops –
March 10 to May 1

3 - Exploring Completeness in Existing Neighbourhoods



▌Understanding Priorities: Shape Your City Survey 

– April 7 – June 15 > ShapeYourCity.ca/CompleteNeighbourhoods

▌Sketching the Future: Neighbourhood Design Workshops 
– April 21 – April 29

These initiatives enable participants to share their ideas for future 
Complete Neighbourhoods, clarify priorities, and work with spatial 
planning principles.

4 - Envisioning Completeness: Future Neighbourhoods



▌Shareback Findings – June

▌Focused Engagement / Key Initiatives –

Ongoing

▌Housing Policy (C2, SRP)

▌Neighbourhood Grocery Stores

▌Street Conversion 

▌Early Actions and Pilots - Ongoing

5 - Testing Completeness in Future Neighbourhoods



Conversation Guidelines

We ask that you be mindful of the following:

• Please respect difference of opinions and backgrounds.

• Let others speak if you’ve already spoken.



Area Map



UPDATES FROM OTHER PROJECTS

Sen̓áḵw



Senakw – Context and Development

▌1877: Reservation #6 created (80 acres – light green)

▌1886, 1902: Federal expropriations of parcels of land

▌1913: Provincial Government induced residents to sell, and 

removed them. Later found illegal

▌2003: After a court battle, CPR lands were returned to Reserve 

status (10.48 acres – dark green) for the use of the Squamish 

Nation

▌2019: Squamish Nation votes to develop the lands 



Project overview

▌6000 residential units, primarily rental, 

with 950 units at CMHC affordable

▌Commercial and office space

▌On site amenities

▌Transit-focused approach



COV-Squamish Servicing Agreement

▌As the project is on federal Indian Reserve land, the City’s 

authority to regulate land use and to tax the lands do not apply 

▌COV is negotiating a Servicing Agreement with the Nation to 

provide municipal services to the development 

▌As these are active negotiations, unable to provide details at this 

time



UPDATES FROM OTHER PROJECTS

Parks



Kitsilano Beach Park Seaside Greenway Project

▌ Responding to growing numbers of people cycling due to the 

pandemic, we installed a temporary separated bike path in 

the parking lot near Cornwall Avenue in mid May.

▌ In coordination with Transportation, Parks is launching public 

engagement in late June-early July seeking input on options 

for a fully separated cycling path between Balsam Street and 

Ogden Avenue.

▌ This will build on past engagement with stakeholders 

including KPRA and we will reach out to KPRA closer to the 

launch of engagement to ensure your involvement.



Kitsilano Beach Park Seaside Greenway Project



Future Vanier Park Master Planning

▌ Vanier Park is situated on land that is leased by the City from the Federal and Provincial 

Government

▌ As with any park surrounded by significant development, there will be a need for the Park Board 

to embark on a park master planning process for Vanier Park. 

▌ In this case, it would be integrated with the City’s planning for cultural facilities in the park. 

▌ The timeline for a potential park master plan process has yet to be determined.

▌ The process would include public engagement. We would be in contact with the KPRA to ensure 

your participation.



UPDATES FROM OTHER PROJECTS

Transportation Engineering





Engineering/Transportation

▌Kits point has complex transportation needs:

▌Regionally significant public spaces, cultural institutions

▌Intersected by Seaside Greenway carrying several thousand cyclists per 

day

▌Low and medium density residential with local serving retail

▌Significant development proposed adjacent at Senakw

▌Need to address existing challenges and plan for future change



Engineering/Transportation – Seaside Greenway

▌ Connection through Kits point is important

▌ Transportation is looking for opportunities to protect cyclists

▌ Near term (summer) quick-start opportunities

▌ Longer term opportunities

▌ Key considerations:

▌ Availability of parking for both beachgoers and residents 

▌ Access for residents 

▌ Circulation of park related and local traffic

▌ Quick-start actions and work with Parks will inform longer term strategies for managing 

traffic in Kits point.



Engineering/Transportation - Senakw

▌City does not have land use regulatory authority

▌Ongoing technical work relates to negotiation, so details can’t be 

provided

▌Based on public information provided by the Nation: 

▌Anticipate need for two access points to the development

▌Anticipate lower vehicle volumes than a typical development 

▌Anticipate need for improving walking and cycling, as well as considering 

circulation for local traffic and visitors



Engineering/Transportation - Senakw

▌City will engage with the community on designs

▌Ensure they integrate well and respond to community needs 

▌Ensure they meet the needs of Senakw

▌Aligns with our typical process for consultation when 

transportation changes are made in a neighbourhood.





UPDATES FROM OTHER PROJECTS

Broadway Plan



Broadway - Overview and Study Area

Broadway Plan provides an opportunity to coordinate transit-supportive land use, affordable housing, job 
space, transportation improvements, public space, and amenities with the future Broadway Subway.

30-year comprehensive area plan, which will be a building block for the Vancouver Plan.

General study area is from Clark Drive to Vine Street, between 1st Avenue and 16th Avenue.

48



Broadway - Updated Schedule

49 |

Emerging Directions engagement: February/March 2021

Refined Directions engagement: launching July 2021

Plan Implementation (new 

zoning, guidelines, public realm 

plan, etc.): 2022+



Emerging Directions: Character Areas

50 |



Bringing it Together in the Big Picture

Vancouver Plan to provide:

• High level spatial plan provides clear guidance for 

land use 

o housing, jobs, transportation, green-blue 

systems, parks, community infrastructure, etc.

• Identifies areas of growth and change

• Integrates and aligns community plans and policies 

with city-wide vision 

• Aligns with regional plans

• Develop with community engagement throughout 

the planning process
Illustrative draft concept only



Questions?



Thank you!


